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Kyoto makes
positive changes
Hong Kong
celebrates
small victories

Asia-Pacific’s intelligent business events resource

Royal Australasian
College of
Surgeons gets
more efficient

All work and all play
Workation is trending now on the back of rising remote work, growing
hunger for a proper vacation and stronger desire for work/life balance,
creating new business opportunities for hotels and resorts

SEPTEMBER 25
3 PM - 6 PM (GMT+8)
The Virtual Rural Tourism and Sustainable Development Conference 2021 brings together thought leaders and
tourism stakeholders from across the globe. Comprised of expert speaker sessions and destination experiences from
Huzhou and Wuxing District, China - The Town of World Rural Tourism, this event will address important issues within
the responsible development of rural tourism.

TAKE PART IN EXCITING SESSIONS LIKE:
Exploration and Best Practices for the Sustainable
Development of Rural Tourism

Empowering Local Communities for Sustainable
Tourism Development

Find out why Huzhou is a best practice case study for rural
tourism development and how it will help integrate rural
tourism into the implementation of China's rural
revitalisation strategy and the Belt and Road Initiative.

A panel of experts will discuss how the public and private
sector can work together to empower local communities
for sustainable tourism development and economic
prosperity across Asia Pacific.

Sustainable Development

Rural Tourism Development

Explore examples of how the triple bottom line has
guided sustainable tourism development and examine
the challenges the industry must overcome in order to
scale across the entire travel and tourism industry.

Examine how tourism has the ability to help stimulate
local economic growth, promote the dispersal of tourists,
and mitigate economic leakage while protecting natural
resources and cultural heritage.

Thanks to the generous support of our sponsors, registration is open to all PATA International Members,
Chapter Members, and Non-Members
PLATINUM SPONSOR

SUPPORTING MEDIA
PARTNER

REGISTER NOW AT

www.PATA.org
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The TTG editorial team shifted to remote work just before the Singapore
government enforced a lockdown in April 2020. We have not returned to
the office since.
I must admit that I underestimated the effects of remote work,
which I had simply defined as getting our usual job done without the
inconveniences of a daily commute. I failed to realise from the onset that
remote work requires clear demarcations of business and personal hours.
Boundaries were blurred for many months, and I found myself constantly
returning to my Macbook after putting the children to bed – just to get
more work done since there was hardly any entertainment anyway during
days of government-enforced activity restrictions.
Furthermore, without the usual distractions of planning and taking
overseas vacations, there was no longer a break to look forward to and
rest days no longer felt rested. I was burnt out by August that year.
When whispers of a new trend – workation – emerged, it was like an
awakening for me. Workation is an amalgamation of two words – work
and vacation, and it explains the growing movement of remote workers
choosing to plant themselves in a different and relaxing environment to
work and play, and attempt to regain the oft-elusive work/life balance.
While travel restrictions dashed my hopes of setting up a temporary
office in an overseas paradise, I figured I could still put this trend to trial
on home ground. It was exhilarating to plan for a getaway, and refreshing
to spend a few days away from home, in a different place to work and
with fun things to do within steps. The children were happily distracted
by the novelty of exploring what they called “our new house”, which
meant my husband and I were left in peace to get some work done.
In researching the workation trend for this issue’s cover feature, I
discovered that companies in India that have switched to full remote
work are adopting group workations for critical projects. It involves
bringing key personnel together at a resort for a period, where they would
devote their time to deliver on an objective but also bond and play after
office hours. Much like teambuilding, which is also ever more critical due
to isolation stemming from remote work.
This is rare outside of India though, and not many companies are
recognising workation as a business travel or HR welfare expense. I hope
this changes, as there is nothing like a great rest and social interaction
to mend frayed emotional bonds with the company and improve
productivity, especially if remote work is here to stay.
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Clockwise from top left: Donghae Mureung Health
Forest; Healience Seonmaeul; Osaek Greenyard Hotel;
Museum SAN Meditation Hall; Yong Pyong Resort

made with a low salt recipe, and serving
healthy dishes made with fresh local
ingredients. Other facilities include a
Wellness Club (include a yoga studio and
a well-equipped gym), and the Aqua Club
(an indoor pool, outdoor pool, and sauna),
and an open-air rooftop space where
guests can gaze at the stars.

ADVERTORIAL

Gangwon tourism Organization

A hub of healing
Looking to escape the confines of
your home office? Let Gangwon
Tourism Organization share
rejuvenating retreats in this South
Korean Province that can help
recharge the soul for the road ahead

T

he Covid-19 pandemic has caused
many individuals to be stuck at home
for months on end, and opportunities
to build rapport with team members and
chances to socialise with colleagues have
dwindled. But as vaccination rates increase,
and borders gradually reopen, there is
some light at the end of the tunnel.
As employees’ well-being have
suffered during this period, here are seven
options in Gangwon Province perfect
for incentivising them to connect and
recharge. Individual business travellers who
want to quieten their minds before heading
home are also very much welcome.

Museum SAN Meditation Hall
Situated within the stone garden of

Museum SAN – designed by famous
Japanese architect Tadao Ando – the hall
is an ideal space to sit in silence. The floor
temperature here is maintained at 22°C
all-year-round, and the humidity level is
also controlled carefully, apt conditions
for individuals to find their inner peace.
Wellness programmes range from a singing
bowl meditation, to a resting meditation.
Healience Seonmaeul
Located on a tranquil mountainside in
Hongcheon, this property takes wellness
seriously by restricting the Internet and use
of smartphones. Instead, activities such as
yoga in the forest, aromatherapy sessions,
and forest walks in Jongjasan Mountain
are highly encouraged. The property also
boasts a spa facility featuring a Carbonic
Acid Pool, Thermal Pool, and Red Clay
Bedrock Sauna for ultimate relaxation.
PARK ROCHE Resort & Wellness
The Park Roche Resort in Sugam-ri
town takes ensures every aspect of your
rejuvenating stay is covered. This includes
ensuring traditional Korean sauces are

Yong Pyong Resort
Exploring the lush, green forests at Mt
Balwangsan, or participating in a healing
yoga or pilates class are a few of the
wellness initiatives at this mountaintop
resort. For an uninterrupted 360° view of
the surroundings, take a thrilling walk on
the transparent tempered glass bridge at
the Balwangsan Skywalk.
Donghae Mureung Health Forest
Stay a night at this eco-friendly lodging
good for small groups up to eight. Here,
visitors can experience a traditional Korean
bathhouse (jjimjilbang) made with sericite
or red clay, or opt to relax in the salt cave,
healing room, or sauna. An interesting
hands-on side activity allows participants to
make eco-friendly products such as cypress
pillows and natural shampoos.
Osaek Greenyard Hotel
Strengthen the immune system and mental
health with a short stay here. The piece de
resistance is the hot spring bath, said to be
effective for detoxification and boosting
one’s immunity. Chefs here are also trained
to prepare healthy meals, while indoor
yoga and pilates classes will help stretch
out those tense muscles.
Romy Zian Garden
The 3.3ha park in Gariwangsan Peak
offers several paths that wind through
lush greenery, perfect for taking a stroll to
calm the mind and rejuvenate the senses.
Depending on when you visit, the changing
seasons will accentuate the gardens and its
23 thematic attractions differently – think
wildflower blooms in summer, and crimson
mountaintops during autumn.

Find out more about Gangwon here:
From above left: Park Roche Resort & Wellness; Romy Zian Garden

gwto.or.kr

{ Advertorial }
NE MINUTE with IT&CM Events

IT&CMA and CTW
Asia Pacific Returns

28 to 30 Sep 2021 Virtual
Back With Greater Business
Focus, Wider Reach and
Even Bigger Value
New Highlights
New 3D mode exhibition
visuals on the proven and
improved OnAIR virtual event
platform
Event friendly timings even
for those based outside the
Asia-Pacific region
Up to 24 + 12 Bonus
Scheduled Meets (SM) +
Unlimited Walk-In Meets
(WM) over 3 business-focused
days: New optional bonus SM
slots at timings that enhance
meeting opportunities with
delegates outside the AsiaPacific region
Curated mini roadshows
and exclusive live sessions
hosted by our sponsors, with
interactive games and prizes
to be won!

CONNECT

Top 5 headlines this month

Clockwise from top: Asia Convention Alliance
forms; TCEB unveils a new MICE strategy for 2022;
MACEOS lobbies government to classify business
events as economic activity; Singapore’s Vaccinated
Travel Lane with Germany has led three major
insurance companies to begin incentive planning to
the destination

Asia brews a bigger pot of MICE alliances
A new regional alliance – Asia Convention
Alliance – to promote the business events
industry and drive business events to Asia
was formally established on September 2.
And with two major business events powerhouses absent in the roster, what does this
mean for yet another trans-national business
events alliance?
TCEB unveils MICE strategy for 2022
The Thailand Convention & Exhibition
Bureau has outlined a three-pronged strategy for 2022, which includes developing
more cities and organisations for international business events, upgrading skills and

Register Now
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MACEOS calls for government to recategorise
MICE events as economic activity
The Malaysian business events industry
is being pushed to the brink during this
pandemic, and will collapse without targeted
financial assistance to shoulder the strain
while waiting for industry reopening, the
Malaysian Association of Convention & Exhibition Organisers & Suppliers said.
HKECIA implores HK gov’t to provide
immediate financial assistance for local
companies
The Hong Kong Exhibition & Convention
Industry Association (HKECIA) has urged
the authorities to repurpose the Convention
and Exhibition Industry Subsidy Scheme
to provide immediate financial assistance
for event-related service providers. HKECIA
also called upon the government to provide
a roadmap to reopening and relaxing com-

PERSPECTIVES
Blinkered by Covid-19: How to mitigate
risks for APAC business travel in the
Covid-19 era
Todd Handcock, president, Asia Pacific,
Collinson, shares how travellers and travel
management teams can embrace the
new Covid-19 standards to best protect
themselves and their businesses once travel
resumes.

24/7 on-demand access to
the best of IT&CMA and CTW
Asia-Pacific content:
Knowledge sessions
helmed by industry partners
Brand Showcase
Presentations by MICE
destinations and suppliers
Buyer Procurement
Showcases by invited
buyers with insights on
ready business
Make-it-your-own, anytime
networking conversations
with delegates
www.itcma.com | www.corporateworld.com/apac
Save The Dates For Our Physical Event In 2022:
20 to 22 September

standards, and actively pursuing prominent
hosting opportunities.

The future of events is both offline and
online – and neither
Gregory Crandall senior vice president,
global activation team, Pico Group, thinks

Facebook.com/TTGmice

Twitter.com/TTGmice

Instagram.com/ttgmice

Visit TTGmice.com for more exciting reads

Q&A
Amelia Roziman, the new CEO of
BESarawak, shows why she’s the best woman
for the job through her grit and tenacity,
and shares plans in
motion that will
build a bigger and
better business
events industry in
Sarawak.
Given the extended period of this new
reality, Florence Chua, PCMA’s managing
director APAC, shares her thoughts on how
the pandemic has fundamentally impacted
the way business events professionals
engage with their audiences, and how the
association is preparing to tackle the challenges that lie ahead.

WEBINARs

pulsory quarantine, so that organisers of
international trade fairs can plan.
Green shoots in Singapore outbound
incentive travel
Improving travel freedom in popular tourist
destinations, as well as relaxed restrictions
for returning fully vaccinated Singapore
residents, have nurtured green shoots in
outbound incentive travel business.

Global DMC Partners
Global DMC Partners is hosting a
series of webinars that will address
timely issues such as destination
preparedness, vendor management,
health and sanitation, and virtual and
hybrid events. Topics include Working
with Vendors, as well as Health &
Safety Measures for In-Person Events.
globaldmcpartners.com/stay-knowregister-upcoming-gdp-webinars

Cvent
Cvent’s resource library is stocked
with on-demand videos that cover
topics ranging from maximising
virtual tradeshow strategy to fostering
community among virtual audiences.
Recent live webinars include How are
Events becoming more sustainable,
and Virtual is Here to Stay: The New
Live Engagement Program.
www.cvent.com/sg/live-eventscalendar

that the industry is on the threshold of
an integrated event – where events of the
future will be effective in engaging both
online and offline audiences.

IAPCO
IAPCO’s (International Association
of Professional Congress Organisers) virtual library is a treasure trove
of courses and online sessions.
While a majority of them have to be
paid for and offer CMP credits, there
are also free webinars covering
topics such as Become Empowered
For the Brave New Digital World and
Pain or Gain – The Rationale for
Hybrid.
webedge.iapco.org/virtual-librarycategories/webinars
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India’s first Raffles hotel
opens in Udaipur
Raffles Udaipur has opened in the Indian city of Udaipur, on a 8.5ha private island in the middle
of Udai Sagar lake.
The hotel offers 101 rooms, suites and signature suites, which interweave western cultural
references with Rajasthan’s royal heritage and elements of Mughal architecture.
Planners may avail the 836m2 Grand Ballroom including its pre-function area, multiple outdoor gathering areas, or the on-site 400-year-old temple to organise memorable events.
F&B options include The Writer’s Bar, Indian speciality restaurant Sawai Kitchen; The Raffles
Patisserie with freshly-baked breads and classic French desserts; as well as Harvest, a farmto-table dining experience with produce foraged from the estate farm, spotlighting the region’s
food traditions.
Meanwhile, the iconic Long Bar, a hallmark of the Raffles brand designed with European
wood and leather, with engravings by local artisans, offers fine Indian spirits, single malts, local
brews from across Rajasthan and the signature Udaipur Sling – the Singapore classic remade
with fresh produce from the island and homemade syrups.
Recreational amenities include the Raffles Spa, a fitness centre, and a swimming pool, while
activities that can be arranged for groups include guided farm tours, astronomy, yoga and
meditation. Culinary enthusiasts can also enjoy a co-cooking experience at Rasoi, the cooking
school.

Plaza Premium Group debuts premium
airport experience in Qingdao

Plaza Premium Group, Qingdao International Airport Group and Capital Airport VIP Service
Management have launched a first-to-market land-to-air premium airport experience at Qingdao
Jiaodong International Airport.
The unique land-to-air premium experience is offered in two areas: a three-storey VIP Building
located at the Arrival area and three Plaza Premium Lounge outlets at the Departure area.
Spanning 6,500m2, the multi-complex VIP Building offers end-to-end airport hospitality services such as dining, lounging, meet-and-greet, personalised concierge and accommodation.
The ground level houses 11 VIP rooms that offer designated spaces for corporations to provide
airport services to business travellers. Services include private check-in, concierge, dining, lounge,
and a special fast track or curb-to-apron service for those departing at the Domestic terminal.
The second floor is occupied by the Plaza Premium Lounge, which comprises three private dining areas, three tea rooms, an Aerobar, massage service, concierge, VIP meeting rooms, individual
work stations and a souvenir shop.
Meanwhile on level three, Aerotel Qingdao features 54 guestrooms across three suite types, all
outfitted with quality bedding, pillow options, showers, high-speed Wi-Fi and in-room IPTV, good
for corporates with long layovers.
Over at the Departure area, travellers can enjoy three pay-per-use Plaza Premium Lounges
located on the airside third floor of Terminal 1, situated near the boarding gates, as well as on the
East and West sides of the Central Landscape Area respectively.
8
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Zip around the
revamped Karting
Arena
The Karting Arena has opened its second
track in the western part of Singapore after a
full revamp of its 14,200m2 karting facility.
Here, karters will be able to race on a
700-metre-long track with 11 technical turns.
There will be ample overtaking opportunities
and more room on track, so that 30 go-karts
can be racing at any one time, making it suitable for corporate events.
Karters can choose their racing experience
with speeds of up to 30kmh or 50kmh with a
valid drivers’ license.
Corporate events – rates start from
S$1,680 (US$1,235) – can be hosted comfortably indoors thanks to an elevated viewing
gallery that is good for up to 170 pax. Groups
can choose if they would like free and easy
karting sessions or compete in a Grand Prix
format.
Other event spaces include two airconditioned lounges, a racer’s lounge on the
ground floor for 47 pax and VIP lounge on
the second floor for 12 pax in a more intimate
setting.
Other amenities include private garage
units, a helmet disinfecting station, a race
control room, and lockers. The karting arena
is also located next to d’Arena, which offers
other recreational and sports facilities and
several food choices.

Participate At Asia-Pacific’s
Only Doublebill Event
in MICE and Corporate Travel

SAVE THE
DATE 2022
30th IT&CMA and
25th CTW Asia-Pacific

20 - 22 September 2022
Bangkok Convention Centre at
CentralWorld
Bangkok, Thailand

itcma@ttgasia.com

ctwapac@ttgasia.com

www.itcma.com

www.corporatetravelworld.com/apac

Organised By

Host Country and Strategic Partner

Supported By

Official Airline

Official Venue

corporate travel

SAP Concur study reveals
eagerness to restart trips
business growth and talent retention.”
Respondents to the survey carried out
in Singapore, Malaysia, China, Hong Kong,
Taiwan, Japan, South Korea, India, Australia
and New Zealand believe that the current
travel hiatus is hurting their careers – by impeding their business goals – and personal
lives.
While they hope to restart their in-person
meetings soon – 95 per cent are “willing”
to travel in the next 12 months, including 63
per cent who are “very willing” to do so –
they also want greater control over how they
will travel, so that their safety and health can
be better safeguarded amid the pandemic.
Notable findings from the study of 1,050
Asia-Pacific business travellers include:

Career success depends on a return to
business travel
Business travellers are eager to resume work trips, as the travel hiatus is taking a toll on their careers and
personal lives

Nearly two-thirds of Asia-Pacific business travellers surveyed are raring to go for professional
and personal reasons, but they also want
flexibility from employers on how their trips
will be conducted, according to new research
conducted by SAP Concur.
“Covid-19 has upended business travel in
the past year and a half. Yet, it has also reaffirmed business travel’s importance in forging
business and personal connections, and enabling career advancement,” said Carl Jones,

vice president and head of strategy for SAP
Concur Asia Pacific.
“While uncertainty continues to linger
around travel curbs, firms can support
business travellers by updating travel policies to provide more flexibility in flight and
accommodation selection, better protecting
employees’ health and safety. Then as vaccinations progress and travel bubbles form
in the coming months, they will be better
positioned to enable safe travel, facilitating

Amex GBT and Cvent launch
CSR initiative for hotel RFPs
American Express Global Business Travel
(GBT) and Cvent have created a new set of
sourcing questions to help drive corporate
responsibility within the business travel
and meetings sector.
The new questions aim to standardise
and increase the availability of sustainability and diversity, equity and inclusion
(DE&I) data shared by hotels and other
venues.
The initiative, developed by GBT’s
Global Business Consulting (GBC) team
and Cvent, in cooperation with participants
across the industry, makes the process
of collecting and exchanging pertinent
10
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information more efficient as corporate travel
managers and suppliers enter the 2022
sourcing season. Hotels will benefit from a
reduction in the hours needed to respond to
customer requests for related information.
To develop the questions, Cvent and GBT’s
GBC team spoke to corporations, global hotel
brands, TMCs and consultancies. The work
involved more than three months of interviews to determine what information stakeholders would find most helpful in addressing
sustainability and DE&I goals.
The resulting questions supplement the
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) module
in the GBTA 2013 RFP format and will be

Four in five respondents here (81 per cent in
Asia-Pacific vs. 80 per cent globally) worry
that the inability to increase business travel
will affect them personally.
These concerns include:
• Difficulty in developing and maintaining business connections (51 per cent
in Asia-Pacific compared to 45 per cent
globally).
• Not advancing in their career (39 per cent
compared to 33 per cent globally).
• Making less money (39 per cent compared to 38 per cent globally).
On the business front, Asia-Pacific
respondents fret that if their organisation
does not increase business travel in the year,

supported in Cvent Transient for use by
corporate buyers. The questions, which
include requests for details about carbon
emissions and leadership demographics,
provide an opportunity for the industry
to support broader corporate strategies
around environmental sustainability and
diversity along the entire supply chain.
Hotel suppliers answer the 47 supplemental questions in a special section
in their property profile within the Cvent
Transient solution.
Hotel chains can also work with properties to collect information and import it into
their respective property profiles. Travel
managers can then use Cvent’s reporting
functionality to evaluate supplier answers
alongside the bid information received
during the RFP process, to better align purchasing decisions with their organisation’s
corporate responsibility goals.

it will be harder to sign new deals (40 per
cent), build new relationships (39 per cent)
and renew contracts with existing clients (39
per cent).
In fact, nine per cent are afraid their business will shut down, and 14 per cent worry
that they will lose their jobs. For those who
are very frequent travellers, the latter figure
jumps to 22 per cent.

Changing traveller expectations forcing
organisations to rethink their travel
policies
Covid-19 has also altered power dynamics in
the workplace. Business travellers will consider their options if employers do not match
their expectations.
• More than half of Asia-Pacific business
travellers (54 per cent) will make career
changes if their company does not provide
the necessary policies or measures to
protect their health and safety.
• About 37 per cent say they will ask to limit
travel if their firm does not implement
policies or measures to help protect their
health and safety, while 16 per cent will go
as far as looking for a different position.

Flexibility helps employees feel safe
Flexibility is now the most pressing need for
Asia-Pacific business travellers, ahead of their
vaccination-related demands (74 per cent vs.
64 per cent).
• This includes everything from planning
through the completion of their trips. For
instance, respondents cited a preference to
choose their preferred accommodation (49
per cent) and mode of travel (43 per cent).
• Once they are on the road, almost all AsiaPacific business travellers (93 per cent)
expect changes to their travel routine,
including more frequently staying in larger
hotels (41 per cent), prioritising domestic
trips (39 per cent), and using a personal
vehicle instead of public transportation (37
per cent).

This initiative enables suppliers and travel managers
around the world to further their corporate
responsibility goals

The updated CSR questions were
released to hoteliers in July and is available
now to buyers in Cvent Transient for use
during the 2022 sourcing season.

Human interaction will continue
to drive travel and events
By Rachel AJ Lee
Humanisation lies at the core of events as
well as the larger travel ecosystem, which will
help tide the sector through this tough period,
discussed panellists at The Path Forward for
Travel and Events, a hybrid event organised
by Marriott International last week.
Anna Patterson, vice president and managing director of Singapore-based event agency
George P Johnson, stated: “The biggest and
most important things we have come to
realise is that technology, and holograms,
VR, XR, all of these are just enablers (to
delivering events). The most important is the
human brain, human emotions, and the human experience which is being engaged and
entertained.”
Patterson revealed how she helped to
transform a three-hour keynote presentation
that comprised many presenters and content,
into a 30-minute cinematic documentary
where every stakeholder and speaker became
part of a story of how that company had
transformed.
“I think it’s about the connection and human behaviour, and if anything, the pandemic
(has helped us realise) that human interaction serves a purpose,” she said.
Meanwhile in the corporate travel space,
Kenji Soh, executive director APAC (ex. India)
travel, Goldman Sachs, and Andy Winchester,
APAC travel manager, Bloomberg both revealed that corporate trips are still happening
despite the current complex environment –
also because a human element is key.
Soh elaborated: “Face-to-face interactions
are very important to us. While travel volume
is comparatively lower, each trip is very
important to us because it makes our firm
competitive.”
But in the current climate, Soh pointed
out that Goldman Sachs tries to take away

the complexity of travel planning for their
employees by assuring them that the company has a strong and reliable team that will
support them and provide timely, relevant
information when needed.
“We’ve resumed travel in China and
domestic Australia. When we spoke to the
travellers and department heads, there was
no hesitation about getting back to travel.
We learnt that people want to be out there
seeing their customers, and we’ve added
a lot of value to the business by enabling
people to travel safely,” shared Winchester.
He added that Bloomberg has also
focused on how to disseminate information
to travellers in a timely way, but points out
that in the future, “we need to automate that
as much as possible particularly as volumes
grow”.
Sustainability is also another rising
concern in the corporate travel space, both
travel managers indicate.
“First, the trip has to be evaluated.
Perhaps many meetings can be conducted
in one trip, rather than having to do multiple
trips and cut down on emissions that way.
But we also give our travellers the choice to
choose, as they would know what the most
sustainable choice is,” Winchester said. On
the company’s part, Bloomberg is working
with partners to make that happen.
Similarly for Goldman Sachs, Soh revealed that the company is moving beyond
carbon offsets, and putting the choice in the
hands of the travellers to better understand
what will be the byproduct of their trip.
They are also working to showcase green
hotels better in their online booking tool,
and they have been working with major
hotel chains such as Marriott to ensure that
the information is reflected accurately in the
system.
TTGmice September-October 2021
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Meet the association chief:
Sally Langley
In a period like no other, Royal Australasian College of Surgeons
discovers ways to operate more efficiently while keeping to its promise
to protect the well-being of members and their patients. President Sally
Langley shares her leadership story. By Adelaine Ng
Medical associations have been hugely
impacted during the Covid pandemic.
What did that impact look like for you?
When the pandemic hit us, our initial
priority was the health and safety of our
fellows, trainees, specialist international
medical graduates (SIMGs), and staff.
We worked quickly to adapt to the rapidly changing situation and implemented
daily communication updates.
We had to cancel all our training and
educational programmes, including examinations for our trainees. This change
required us to allow them extensions
of training where necessary for mandatory requirements to be met. There was
also additional uncertainty for many of
our trainees whose training rotations
required that they cross national, state
and territory borders.
We were fortunate to secure exemptions from travel restrictions for the
purpose of commencing their new training term and from post-travel quarantine
on the basis on being essential health
workers providing frontline surgical care
to the public.
In late-2020, we were able to hold
the fellowship exams for our trainees
in modified format. It was important
that our stakeholders heard from us and
knew that we were being transparent
about what was going on and what we
were advocating on their behalf.
How did that change the needs of your
members and the way you served them?
From the outset, we followed a set of
overarching principles to guide our decision-making. We agreed that we would
act in the best interests of patients and
the community in consultation with our
stakeholders and the healthcare systems
in which we work.
12
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For our members, we wanted to
conduct our activities and services
consistently, transparently and fairly
across all our training and educational
programmes.
The main change for our members
was that we could only hold events
virtually for a period of time, but this
transitioned to a hybrid format and
face-to-face where possible.
Were there any unexpected areas or
developments needing attention?
I think no one expected the various shutdowns across Australia and
Aotearoa, New Zealand to last as long
as they did. This required constant
adjustments to ensure that we were as
responsive as possible to the changes.
While not unexpected, one area
we had to manage proactively was
the cancellation of elective surgery in
hospitals. We were part of a collective
voice that called for an urgent freeze on
all non-critical elective surgery. We felt
that continuing non-emergency elective surgery was unnecessarily putting
patients and staff at risk of Covid-19 infection, while using personal protective
equipment (PPE), which was then in
short supply. This also allowed health
staff to be retrained and freed up intensive care units and hospital beds.
As expected, the suspension of elective surgery had a serious implication
for many surgeons’ livelihoods and
delayed surgery for many patients who
were suffering and understandably
upset by the uncertainty over when
they could have their surgery. I am
pleased to say that our surgeons acted
with total professionalism adhering to
the restrictions and setting an excellent
example for our community.
Associations usually rely on conferencing as a major source of income. But the
pandemic not only made many meetings
unviable, there was also a reluctance
for hospitals to allow their medical staff
to travel and participate in in-person
events. How did this affect revenue and
what did you change to cut costs?
In 2020, we had to cancel the Royal
Australasian College of Surgeons
(RACS) Annual Scientific Congress
due to travel restrictions and health
concerns. This event usually brings together more than 2,500 surgeons from
around the world. It is an excellent opportunity for professionals to learn and
network. So, it was disappointing that
we couldn’t hold the event.
Fortunately, we were able to hold the
event in 2021 in Melbourne and in hubs
around the world in a hybrid manner,

with some activities held onsite and
others virtually. We had a record 3,706
delegates attending the congress. This
was our highest turnout in the history
of the event.
To survive the changes 2020 presented us with, we had to find creative
ways to adapt our practices and to be
constantly agile. This realisation allowed us to come up with the theme for
the congress: Celebrating the art of surgery in a time of disruption. This was
an acknowledgement that our surgeons
not only rely on the art of what they
do, but also the science; something that
feeds the creative element that drives
surgeons to continually improve and
innovate.

“I think being agile and
responsive to changes –
expected and unexpected
– will continue to be the
norm for a long time to
come.”
Have you been able to strategise with
other ways of raising revenue?
The pandemic brought a period of sustained economic crisis that will have a
lasting effect on the economy, communities and the way we work. We were
not immune to these changes and have
worked hard to avoid or minimise these
outcomes.
The governments in our two
countries enabled workplaces to take
decisive steps to protect jobs and organisational viability. We explored these
options and managed our expenditure
and cash flow diligently. For example,
we have a team of honorary advisers
with specialist financial investment
expertise who meet during the year to
monitor our capital and expenditure,
and help us navigate a fluctuating stock
market. Thanks to their efforts, we were
fortunate to have our portfolio tracking
better than benchmarks.
How differently will you need to operate, going into the immediate future, as
we gain a better understanding of the
pandemic’s impact on our hospitals?
We learnt a lot during the early days of
the pandemic. The constant challenges
posed by Covid-19 made us change
many things in our operations as a college and membership organisation.
While we are not responsible for

operations in hospitals, I can say that
managing the requirements imposed by
the pandemic has been a key lesson for
us. For example, having adequate stock
on PPE and cancelling elective surgery
to meet the more immediate needs of
our patients.
We also recognised the paramount
importance of collaboration – with
governments, our specialty societies,
members, staff and other stakeholders
in the healthcare systems. We could not
have managed to continue to operate
without their support. What will always
remain a constant for us is the critical
importance of putting our patients first
as well as ensuring that our healthcare
workers are supported as best as possible to continue doing their important
work.
I think being agile and responsive to
changes – expected and unexpected –
will continue to be the norm for a long
time to come.
How are you a different association today
compared to pre-Covid?
We are a different association today
compared to pre-Covid. A good example
was the challenge of transitioning an entire workforce over two countries to remote working – something we achieved
in a short timeframe with amazing
success. We implemented new systems
such as Microsoft Teams that paved the
way for digital collaboration.
Our workforce now has the option of
working onsite as well as remotely. This
digital transformation also offered our
staff the opportunity to be productive
across a broader range of hours, meaning they could also engage with our
members in a more flexible way.
The pandemic experience has certainly given us the ability to innovate
and adapt much more quickly than we
may have otherwise.
The last year has been most challenging
for many leaders of organisations. What
was your biggest personal learning in
leading the RACS through this period?
For me, the travel restrictions and the
rapid adoption of virtual technology
enabled one of my goals of achieving
less domestic and international travel…
The fact that we were able to hold many
meetings, including the RACS Annual
Scientific Congress, in hybrid formats…
is also great for the environment as we
expend less resources.
What are your plans for upcoming events,
This feature was first published on
www.ttgassociations.com.
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All work and all play
Workation is
trending now on the
back of rising remote
work, growing
hunger for a proper
vacation and stronger
desire for work/
life balance. Karen
Yue finds out how
hotels and resorts are
responding
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oving from bed to desk within
minutes to ready for one’s first
meeting of the day has become
a norm for many people, as offices rely
on work-from-home arrangements to
keep staff safe during the pandemic.
Now, as freedom of movement returns, a workation trend has emerged –
people are combining remote work with
much-needed vacation at relaxing locations, such as hotels, resorts and villas.
When Booking.com conducted a
study in late-2020 to identify critical
travel trends in 2021 and beyond, it discovered that people were looking to take
longer trips in the future that allowed
them to mix work and pleasure. Thirtyseven per cent of travellers considered
booking somewhere to stay in order to
work from a different destination, while
52 per cent would take the opportunity
to extend any business trips to enjoy
leisure time at the destination.
Richard Roocroft, director of global
sales at Interprefy, was among those
who have adopted a workation arrangement. Based in Bangkok, Thailand,
Roocroft is in an enviable position –
literally, as he is within reach of many
beautiful resorts.
Roocroft has chosen to relocate to Koh
Samui with his family this year, away
from the populous capital to minimise

Covid-19 exposure. They have been
through five resorts so far. He has set up
his desk at a beachfront restaurant, café
and co-working space – anywhere with
Wi-Fi and a plug for his laptop.
He has benefitted from more productive meetings, fewer interruptions, and
time saved from office commute being
channelled to leisure.

Varying acceptance

Roocroft’s ability to adopt a workation arrangement is made possible by
his company’s flexible work approach.
Interprefy specialises in cloud-based simultaneous interpretation solutions, and
has a workforce of 180 spread across five
continents.
He explained: “Some work from
home, some like to change location
every now and then. One of my team
members even works out of a camper
van, and he is on a constant trip through
Europe.
“Being a fully remote company, we really don’t mind where someone decides
to work from, as long the environment
allows them to get the job done. As a result, we see many of our European team
now travelling around freely, and it is an
absolute pleasure to follow their working
adventures on Instagram.”

India’s Microtek International recently
gathered its key leadership for a workation at a resort. Subodh Gupta, chairman
and managing director, said it was a nice
change from the work-from-home norm.
“It offered us an opportunity to meet
each other in person and discuss the
company’s roadmap. We had our meetings in open spaces, which was a relaxing change after being confined to our
home for so long. What made it different
from incentive trips or teambuilding
programmes was that we abided by the
usual office hours, and unwound only in
the evening,” said Gupta.
The outcome was a more energetic
and motivated team, he concluded.
While Ian Cummings, global head of
CWT Meetings & Events, acknowledges
that workation is the “new buzzword
following on from staycations”, he said
his company has yet to see clients evolving their corporate policy to support this
phenomenon.
He explained: “Companies are looking
at this on a case-by-case basis. Given the
focus around travel and event costs at
present, it is not likely that organisations
would overspend.”
Clients are maintaining their reimbursement policies. “If it was an expendable activity before, it is expendable
now. That is a sensible way forward. We
are not seeing an appetite for increased
costs, such as Wi-Fi, calls or meals just
because someone has decided to work
from an alternative location,” he told
TTGmice.
That said, Cummings reflected that
the workation trend is worth watching.
According to research company Axios,
74 per cent of surveyed remote workers said they would consider taking a
workation.
CWT Meetings & Events’ own poll
earlier this year with 200,000 LinkedIn
followers found that 60.5 per cent of
those surveyed cited the uniqueness or
attractiveness of a destination as the
most influential factor in deciding to
take a workation.
He said: “It really underlines that employees are interested in combining business and pleasure when travelling. All
the more reason to take this phenomenon seriously, although I believe interest
in a workation depends on job function
and likely seniority in an organisation.”
“Perhaps, some businesses might
change their policies if workations remained popular and if it was a necessity
to boost traveller satisfaction rates,” he
mused.
Elsa Kimy Yue, spokesperson for
Sofitel Singapore Sentosa Resort & Spa,
has seen some resistance from corporate

travel and HR managers to include workation packages into their travel or staff
welfare programmes.
“Employers feel that workation is a
personal choice and costs should not be
on the company. However, our clients
have conveyed details of our Dream
B-Leisure Lifestyle Package to their staff,
and we offer a discount for personal
bookings that come through the corporate channel,” she said.

A business opportunity

Workations are an opportunity for
accommodation operators to tap into
a new segment of travellers who are
looking to escape from lockdown fatigue.
For many, the workcation trend is both a
lifeline amid suppressed travel and tourism business and a recovery catalyst.
Marriott International was among the
first to offer a workation programme.
Work Anywhere with Marriott Bonvoy
packages fall into three categories – Day
Pass, Stay Pass and Play Pass – and are
available at select hotels in certain cities
worldwide.
“Working remotely doesn’t necessarily have to mean working from home,
where blurred lines between personal
and professional lives can create distractions and stress,” Stephanie Linnartz,
group president – consumer operations,
technology & emerging businesses, had
said during the programme’s launch in
October 2020.
Hyatt Hotels Corporation and Centara
Hotels & Resorts followed earlier this
year with their own workcation campaign.
The Great Relocate by Hyatt Hotels
Corporation offers a flat rate for longterm stays with a minimum 29-day
booking for hotels across South-west
Asia, the Middle East and Europe.
Centara Hotels & Resorts’ Work From
Hotel packages are available across

Thailand, offering extended stays from
two weeks to a month at reduced rates.
The initiative came about as Centara saw
a surge in remote workers, some with
children in tow, looking to escape for “a
significant period of time” to pastures
new such as beaches or the countryside
amid the pandemic, said Tom Thrussell,
vice president of brand, marketing and
digital.
A trend was also emerging of Bangkok-based residents migrating to different areas, like coastal towns, to escape
the city’s air pollution, he added. Top
locations are those most accessible from
Bangkok, such as Pattaya and Phuket,
and the packages attract a mix of Thai
and expatriate residents.
Melia Ho Tram in Vietnam offers the
Teleworking in Paradise programme,
which appealed to guests wanting to
“escape the city with their family and
stay at the resort for longer periods, as
it is a place for them to work and relax
with their family during the pandemic”,
shared Ha Minh Thu, the resort’s director of sales and marketing.
Bookings come from both individuals
and companies, and the guests themselves are mostly CEOs and high-level
executives from Ho Chi Minh City. Most
would work in their villa, with an occasional request for a meeting room to
conduct video conferences.
Vibhas Prasad, director of India’s Leisure Hotels Group, has been welcoming
local workation groups. He said guests
prioritise “comfortable workspace in the
room and at select areas across the resort where they can work undisturbed”.
Also in demand are high-speed Wi-Fi,
IT support, quality meals whenever they
want, and entertainment.

“(Our poll on
LinkedIn) found
that 60.5 per cent
of those surveyed
cited the uniqueness
or attractiveness of
a destination as the
most influential factor in deciding to
take a workation.”
Ian Cummings
Global head, CWT Meetings & Events
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Sofitel Singapore Sentosa Resort &
Spa’s Yue observed that most workation guests would work in their room,
although the luxury property invites
guests to work out of anywhere on the
sprawling grounds. She pointed to the
resort’s many green lawns, poolside
cabanas, LeBar’s quiet corners that overlook the pool as well as the sea-facing
patio at The Cliff restaurant as some
ideal work spaces.
Flexibility is key in the resort’s Dream
B-Leisure Lifestyle workation offering.
Guests are granted more than 10 complimentary amenities, included in both the
DayDream Pass which comes without
a guestroom and the DayLifestyle Pass
which comes with an overnight stay.
Numerous add-ons are available, such as
free-flow alcoholic beverages, a threecourse meal, spa access, and an hourlong yoga session.
Yue said: “Some things are essentials
now – speedy Wi-Fi, coffee and tea, for
instance. So, we have to offer more than
these basics to elevate the workation
experience for our guests. People are
working longer hours as a result of the
work-from-home arrangement, and are
feeling more exhausted easily because
they now have to balance work and family duties.
“As a resort that offers a workation
programme, we have to provide valuable conveniences, be it access to quality
meals that guests do not have to prepare
for themselves, a rejuvenating spa or
swim, or activities that will keep their
children occupied while they focus on
work.”
Recognising that “there needs to be a
balance in work and play for someone to
remain passionate about their professional duties”, Sofitel Singapore Sentosa
Resort & Spa has made available many
wellness options to workation guests.
Soon to come is a private yacht option
for guests to unwind in style.

Richard Roocroft’s extended workation around Koh Samui has given him some inspiring views from his desk

tion trend is here to stay, even after the
pandemic is contained and normal work
resumes, now that more people have had
a taste of blending remote work with
pleasure.
Prasad noticed that India’s young
workforce, those aged 20 to 45, have
adapted well to remote work, and this
segment will continue to drive demand
for workations “long after the Covid-19
impact becomes redundant”.
Yue expects workation demand to
fluctuate by seasons, such
as peaking during long
school breaks “when
children are off but
parents are not”.

Will demand last?

Hoteliers are confident that the worka-

“There needs to be a balance
in work and play for someone
to remain passionate about
their professional duties.”
Elsa Kimy Yue
Cluster marketing & communications manager,
Sofitel Singapore Sentosa Resort & Spa
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She added: “There are companies
that have chosen to permanently adopt
a full or partial remote work arrangement. Their staff will therefore continue to have the option to work from
anywhere, even at a resort where they
can balance work and play.”
Cummings is less optimistic. “As
popular as a workation seems to be
now, I am not sure if it will hold much
weight for organisations when we are
exiting the pandemic,” he said.
“Again, it really depends on the job
function: there are many jobs where
it doesn’t matter if you are behind
your desk in a Singapore office or in a
cottage in the French Alps. But where
face-to-face teamwork and collaboration are necessary or where it is compulsory to come into the office one or
two days a week, then a workation will
not really work,” he added.
Benson Tang, executive director of
Corporate Travel Community, Informa
Markets, believes that a “distinct
separation of work and leisure” is
necessary, and that face-to-face
interaction at work triumphs over
the isolation of work-from-home
arrangements.
As such, Tang believes that remote work will likely be replaced
by a hybrid work model post-Covid, which will result in demand for
workations being phased out.

Dream workations
From sprawling
resorts with varied
recreation to city
hotels with modern
conveniences, these
properties make work
and play a breeze

Andaz Singapore

This hotel takes well-being seriously.
The workcation package comes with
Exhale on Demand fitness programme.
Slip into an hour of calm or be challenged in a sweat session, all in the
comfort of one’s room. The package
includes 07.00 to 19.00 room access,
a complimentary minibar filled with
drinks and snacks, speedy Wi-Fi, 15 per
cent F&B discount, and access to the
outdoor pool and gym.
Floor-to-ceiling windows allow gues-

trooms to be flushed with natural light,
creating a conducive work and rest
environment. And should a mind block
occur, the stunning Singapore skyline
– thanks to the hotel’s location across
levels 26 to 37 of the DUO mixed-used
development – makes a good remedy.

Avani+ Hua Hin, Thailand

The resort in the seaside town of Hua
Hin beckons city folks that are looking to reset their work/life balance,
dangling different stay promotions for
beach retreats, long stays, getaways
with fur kids and real kids, and more.
The 196-unit property offers a
change of scenery for remote workers. A selection of villas open up to
a lagoon pool, and there are tropical
gardens and lawns where guests can
meditate as well as an on-property jogging track.
Complimentary high-speed Wi-Fi
is available throughout the resort, allowing guests to work from anywhere
on property. For guests looking to entertain their children while they work,
the resort comes to the rescue with a
kids club that conducts lively learning
activities.

Crystalbrook Riley, a Cairns
Luxury Resort, Australia
From above: Andaz Singapore; Avani+ Hua Hin, Thailand

The resort sits in Cairns, the gateway
to the World Heritage-listed Great Barrier Reef and Daintree Rainforest, and
just an eight-minute drive from Cairns
Airport. Guests can get work done out
of one of the 311 rooms and suites,
including the Panoramic Sea room with
views of the Coral Sea. An upgrade
to the Suite offers more space, with a
lounge and balcony for Zoom meetings
with a difference.
Alternative work spaces are available in the form of six meeting spaces
with fast, complimentary Wi-Fi, as well
as private, European-inspired poolside
cabanas which offer an exclusive host
service including F&B.
When it is time to recharge or
unwind, Riley has three restaurants
for guests to enjoy serving a variety of
different cuisines, one of which boasts
Cairn’s highest rooftop bar; morning
yoga classes, a man-made beach, a
swimming lagoon, a fitness centre and
a day spa.
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Elements by Byron, Australia

The luxury beach resort is set on 22
hectares on the shore of Belongil Beach
in New South Wales, 45-minute drive
south of the iconic coastal town of Byron
Bay. Workation guests can choose from a
variety of unique spots across the resort
to park their laptops – loungers that look
out to the beach, private pool-side cabanas that come with poolside service, or
within the comfort of their villa or suite.
Pleasure comes in the form of different activities hosted by the resort including horseback riding, surf lessons, kayaking, and more. Guests can also choose
to relax at the in-house spa. When it is
time to dine, guests have three options
– Azure Bar & Grill, The Botanica Beach
Club and the Lobby Bar & Fire Pit.

Fusion Resort Cam Ranh,
Vietnam

Fusion fully embraces the workation
movement, with its “work from paradise” option that perfectly complements
the beach resort’s luxury lifestyle offerings. Perched atop a 28m sand dune on a
strip of Long Beach between Cam Ranh
and Nha Trang, the resort’s collection of
villas boasts private outdoor pools and
terraces, open-plan living stations and
work stations.
Famed for its wellness-centric approach to hospitality, Fusion has a range
of relaxation options to help unwind
at the end of a long day. This includes
swimming pools, a fitness centre, allinclusive spa and wellness activities, an
onsite sustainable farm and plenty of
eating and drinking options.
The resort also makes work a breeze
with the provision of an onsite IT support team, adaptors and chargers on
From left: Crystalbrook Riley, a Cairns Luxury
Resort, Australia; Elements by Byron, Australia;
Fusion Resort Cam Ranh, Vietnam; Hotel Chinzanso
Tokyo, Japan
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From left: Jeju Shinhwa World Marriott Resort,
South Korea; Hotel Seiryu Kyoto Kiyomizu, Japan;
Oakwood Premier Coex Center Seoul, South Korea

request, and other conveniences such as
in-villa dining for late nights or working
lunches at the “office”.

Hoiana, Vietnam

Opened in 2020, this integrated resort
boasts a beachfront location, modern
connectivity and a range of facilities that
all come together to make it perfect for a
workation.
High-speed Wi-Fi is available across
the site, which is home to 141-key
Hoiana Hotel and Suites and 476-key
New World Hoiana Hotel. Khos Hoiana
is slated to open in 2022 and Rosewood
Hoi An in 2023. Work stations can be set
up in rooms and suites, with plenty of
quiet spaces to work scattered across the
resort.
Fun time is never far away, with the
resort boasting a pristine beach, various
fitness and wellness centres, shopping,
nine F&B outlets, and an entertainment
and gaming centre. Golf fans can take
a break at 18-hole Hoiana Shores Golf
Club.

Hotel Chinzanso Tokyo, Japan

The hotel offers a breathtaking natural
environment in the heart of the city.
Workationers are encouraged to work in
the spacious lounge, which overlooks a
renowned Japanese garden that gave the
hotel its name. Chinzanso means “villa
on the hill of camellias”. For more than
600 years, the area around the hotel has
been home to wild camellias, and was
even featured in a ukiyoe woodblock
print dating from the early 19th century.
The garden’s 1,000 camellia trees
bloom in winter, but the garden is
stunning year-round. It has more than
120 cherry trees, which bloom in spring,
while summer brings verdant leaves

and fall brings colourful foliage. To
mark the 70th anniversary of the hotel,
more than 10,000 camellia trees will be
planted over the next three years, and
the garden will host special events such
as illuminations.
The lounge serves several afternoon
tea sets made by a dedicated, on-site
pâtissier.

Hotel Seiryu Kyoto Kiyomizu,
Japan

Converted from a historic schoolhouse
and retaining much of its original
character, the hotel may just inspire
diligence among guests on workations.
Reflecting the initial purpose of the
structure, the open restaurant is located
in a realistic library setting that was
once a lecture hall. Thousands of books
create sophisticated displays, and the
cuisine is mostly Western, featuring local
ingredients.
The hotel is also distinctive for its
spacious guestrooms, which average
50m2. Many rooms and suites overlook
the historic streets and attractions of
Higashiyama, one of Kyoto’s oldest and
most well-preserved neighbourhoods, or

have outdoor areas, making them ideal
work spaces with pretty views.
When work is done and it is time
to focus on oneself, settle into one of
three private baths, each featuring high
ceilings and warm lighting.

Jeju Shinhwa World Marriott
Resort, South Korea

Swap out your home’s four walls for
Jeju’s beautiful nature and scenery, and
stay at Jeju Shinhwa World Marriott
Resort. The hotel is part of South Korea’s
largest integrated resort, which comprises theme parks, shopping malls, casino
and a convention centre.
Complimentary minibar allows guests
to snack to their heart’s content, while
the room categories from Premier and
upwards come with hinoki bathtubs to
soak in after a lengthy Zoom call.
There are several F&B options on-site,
ranging from the all-day Sky on 5 Dining, to the Jeju Seon Korean restaurant.
Recreational facilities are housed at the
Mosil clubhouse, which offers guests access to a 25m-long lap pool, indoor and
outdoor pools, spa, sauna, and fitness
centre.

Oakwood Premier Coex
Center Seoul, South Korea

Situated in the Gangnam Trade Centre
complex, these serviced apartments provide the luxury of larger living spaces,
comprising fully-equipped kitchens for
healthy meal preparations, and separate
dining and work areas.
Oakwood’s Work & Live package
affords perks such as complimentary WiFi, complimentary refreshments, as well
as an evening experience which ranges
from a curated cycling trip or cocktails
at the bar.
For the ultimate work/life balance,
guests may recharge in the indoor pool,
sauna or fitness centre. Meals are made
easy – simply order from the a la carte
all-day menu from the on-site Oak Restaurant & Bar.

The Apurva Kempinski Bali,
Indonesia

The luxury resort is making work and
play easy for guests through a range of
programmes. Guests can enjoy facilities,
such as a 42m infinity pool and watersports, at the Reef Beach Club – with no

day pass fees attached.
If more time at the resort is desired,
the Work & School programme offers a
four-night stay in a two-bedroom villa
plus daily breakfast, F&B discounts, spa
and laundry perks.
Workation guests looking to bond
with family will benefit from the
convenience of the Jalak Family Club,
where movies are screened and fun
activities, such as T-shirt dyeing and
dragon puppetry, are conducted for the
young ones.

The Westin Resort Nusa Dua
Bali, Indonesia

While the sprawling resort is no stranger to the business events community,
it is also a friendly sanctuary for families needing a relaxing retreat. Remote
work is balanced with ample recreation
here, from outdoor activities such as
cycling and kayaking, to wellness treatments at the Heavenly Spa.
Accompanying children can keep
busy and entertained at the onsite
outdoor playground as well as with
activities such as face-painting and kitemaking at the Westin Family KidsClub.
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CASES

Constructing safe spaces
The 14th United Nations
Congress on Crime Prevention
and Criminal Justice was held
in a hybrid format in Kyoto this
year, after being postponed in
2020 due to the pandemic.
Kathryn Wortley finds out how
the city dealt with Covid-19
concerns to host a successful
outing

Hot idea
Craft different delegate experiences for both
online and offline audiences

Brief
The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime has been
hosting its congress since 1955. Held every five years, the
event was due to be held in Kyoto in April 2020, but was
postponed until March 2021.
Yoshiaki Matsui, deputy director of conventions and tourism
at Kyoto Convention & Visitors Bureau, said the 2021 event
“marks only the second time Japan has
hosted the event – the first was in 1970 –
and both times have been in Kyoto”.
During the six-day event, a record
152 member states were represented
as well as 114 non-governmental
organisations, 37 intergovernmental
Event
organisations, several UN agencies and
14th United Nations
organisations, and 600 individual experts.
Congress on Crime
Some 5,600 participants from 152 countries
Prevention and Criminal
were registered, including those who attended
Justice
in-person at Kyoto International Conference
Organiser
Center.
United Nations Office on
Kyoto was originally chosen as the venue
Drugs and Crime
because of its experience in hosting conferences
for the United Nations, and governmental and
Venue
academic bodies. When it was decided that the
Kyoto International
conference would have an in-person element,
Conference Center
the organisers were confident that Kyoto could
host the event safely and effectively, explained
Date
Matsui.

Fast
facts

March 7–12, 2021

Highlights
Kyoto introduced thorough countermeasures
against infection spread as well as highspecification technology for online hosting.

Attendance
5,600

In addition to the formal proceedings of the congress, 13
special events and many ancillary meetings were held.
All attendees were able to experience Kyoto’s history and
culture. For those attending in person, the local business
community offered activities while maintaining social
distancing, including kimono dressing and koto (zither)
performances. There were also traditional crafts and tourism
booths manned by staff from local museums and certified
interpreter guides.
Food and drinks were a key part of the hospitality. Bento
boxed lunches, which guests enjoyed alone, were prepared
in collaboration with nine local inns and restaurants that
each prepared their speciality dish. Many kinds of dietary
needs, such as halal or vegetarian, were also catered for. The
renowned Uji green tea was served.
Congress gifts included a traditional Kyoto fan with
antibacterial properties to reduce transmission of airborne
droplets and a reusable metal water bottle, to reflect antiinfection and environmentally-friendly efforts.

Challenges
Speaking of what the hosts had to overcome,
Matsui said: “We found a balance between
following the pandemic rules, and being able to
easily host the event in a high-quality way.”
In addition to infection prevention measures
such as social distancing and heightened
ventilation, participants had a private transfer
from the airport to the venue, and abided
by a stay-in-place order that limited them to
conference venues and their hotel. Seats at the
venue were fixed and social bubbles were used
to limit face-to-face contact.
Communication with attendees was
emphasised. Attendees were asked not to shake
hands or exchange business cards, a critically
important custom in Japan. They were asked to
avoid common touchpoints, such as doorknobs,
by using their elbows.
The congress also received 24-hour support
from an English-speaking medical team.
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Kyoto Convention & Visitors Bureau

Historic sights,
modern
comforts
Kyoto truly appeals to everyone, and
with the opening up of new hotels,
unique venues and a fund to promote its
sustainable future, the city is becoming
even more attractive as a business
events destination

From left: Kyoto offers premium hotel options, such as
The Hotel Seiryu Kyoto Kiyomizu and The Gate Hotel
Kyoto Takesegawa by Hulic

EXCITING STAYS

The Higashiyama district along the slopes of Kyoto’s
eastern mountain range is one of the city’s best
preserved historic districts, home to numerous World
Heritage Sites and Important Cultural Properties.
For visitors keen to experience exceptional Kyoto
accommodation in this iconic area, there are several new
hotels rich in history and comfort with excellent access to
the sights.
One such hotel is The Hotel Seiryu Kyoto Kiyomizu,
which opened in March 2020 and was converted from a
historic schoolhouse, retaining much of the building’s
characteristics. It features 48 guestrooms, spacious
gardens and rooftops, a restaurant that focuses on local
ingredients (suitable for up to 44 pax), a guest lounge
(maximum 30 pax), a fitness gym and three private baths.
Guests can enjoy views of Yasaka Pagoda from the guest
lounge or skip over to 1,200-year-old Kiyomizu-dera
Temple which stands just an eight-minute walk away.
The Gate Hotel Kyoto Takasegawa by Hulic also opened
recently in July 2020. It is located by the Takase River and
comprises the Main building, which has modern rooms
in six distinct styles (The Gate, Classy, Scenic, Essential,
Modest and Cinema) and the Schoolhouse building,
which retains features from its former existence as an
elementary school such as its high ceilings and spacious
windows. The restaurant serves seasonal cuisine with
views of verdant Higashiyama. The surroundings are
steeped in history, with the Kyoto residences of many
feudal domains formerly located here, and the historic
alley of Pontocho is only a three-minute walk away.

REMARKABLE venues

Top support

As an international centre of history and culture,
Kyoto has launched a MICE Fund to preserve
its rich heritage for future generations. It aims
to also enhance the attractiveness of the city,
improve lives, promote business events and
tourism, and contribute to the Sustainable
Development Goals.
Yoshiaki Matsui

Koroda Takeru

Kyoto has 46 unique venues spread across the city,
in six categories: World Heritage Sites; temples and
shrines; museums and tourist attractions; historical
buildings; restaurants and event spaces; and
chartered trains. While all spectacular in their own
way, here are some outstanding options for events
with attendees new to Kyoto.
Nijo-jo Castle was first built in 1603 by Tokugawa
Ieyasu, the first shogun of the Edo shogunate, to
protect the emperor in the Kyoto Imperial Palace and
to serve as the shogun’s residence during his visits
to Kyoto. It was registered as a World Heritage Site in
1994 and makes a grand venue for receptions. Guests
can appreciate the castle’s original glory, including the
magnificent Kara-mon Gate (a designated Important
Cultural Property), which can accommodate up to
400 pax (theater style or buffet style) in the front
courtyard. There is also exclusive access to areas
normally closed to the public. Koun-tei Tea House
is suitable for up to 30 pax (seated) while the scenic
Japanese Seiryu-en Garden suits up to 300 pax
(theater or buffet style).
Kyoto City KYOCERA Museum of Art is the oldest
public art museum building in Japan. Built in a
“Crown Imperial Style” that blends Japanese and
Western features, the building is considered a work of
art and was refurbished in 2020. The open-air inner
courtyard, which was previously closed to the public,
has been reborn as an atrium-style space with a glass
roof, making it a unique venue perfect for parties
welcoming special guests and more.
Similarly, the Kyoto National Museum, which
opened in 1897, can be used for stunning receptions
in the Grand Lobby (200 buffet, 140 seated), Tea House
Tan’an (10 seated) and the garden (300 buffet, 210
seated). The museum building is characterised by
a fusion of ancient and modern, with the red brick
Important Cultural Property Meiji Kotokan Hall
standing alongside the 2014-built Heisei Chishikan
Wing that incorporates Japanese motifs throughout.
The Old Mitsui Family Shimogamo Villa is a
beautifully preserved example of modern Japanese
architecture. The three-story building is surrounded
by greenery and blends in magnificently with the
moss garden and pond. Guests can enjoy a Japanese
lunch (up to 24 pax) and take a break in the gardens
while sipping on matcha. The drawing room can
accommodate 16 pax (classroom style) to 30 pax
(theater style).
All capacities reflect use under non-pandemic
conditions.

From top: Kyoto has numerous unique venues to choose from, such
as Old Mitsui Family Shimogamo Villa, Nijo-jo Castle,
Kyoto National Museum, and Kyoto City KYOCERA Museum of Art
According to Yoshiaki Matsui, deputy director of the
Bidding and Promotion Division/Event Support Division
of the Department of Conventions and Tourism, the
MICE Fund is the first of its kind in Japan to collect
donations from participants of international conferences
and corporate meetings, organisers, and companies.
Contributions go towards making Kyoto’s tangible and
intangible culture, nature, and lifestyle sustainable.
Initiatives to receive support are chosen regularly by
a committee to ensure local organisations, facilities and
properties receive the support they need, including help
recovering from the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic
and natural disasters.

To find out how Kyoto can support
your event dreams,
visit meetkyoto.jp/en/

DESTINATION:
DESTINATION: JAPAN
JAPAN
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Making positive changes
Kyoto is pulling out various stops to ensure she retains her appeal as an
interesting and culturally-rich business events destination, while adapting to
hosting online and hybrid events in the interim. By Kathryn Wortley

A

s coronavirus concerns continue to hamper
business events, Kyoto is embracing online and
hybrid hosting with new safety measures.
While this is happening, the city has also been busy
launching new accommodations, activities and facilities for the eventual return of international arrivals.
In March 2021, the Kyoto Convention & Visitors
Bureau (KCVB) and Kyoto City launched the second
edition of MICE Kyoto Model: Coexisting with Coronavirus.
The comprehensive guide is designed “to ensure
the safety and security of MICE organisers, participants and residents” while carrying out three objectives: achieving a high level of satisfaction with MICE
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Kyoto Tower
is the tallest
building in the
city, located close
to Kyoto Station

events held in Kyoto, contributing to the community
and revitalising the local economy. It features steps to
prevent Covid-19 spread, based on guidelines issued
by various industries, and offers suggestions and case
studies of ways to utilise both technology and Kyoto’s
traditional culture to hold a high-quality event.
Delivering an experience unique to Kyoto – whether
for an on-site or hybrid event – is the ultimate goal,
according to the guide. Online presentations by
renowned speakers; online tours of event venues,
sightseeing spots or traditional workshops; and the
introduction of workation or bleisure options in coordination with business events are among the options
available to organisers.

When borders reopen, the events industry remains
confident that Kyoto will be an equally – or more – attractive destination for business events post-Covid.
“Kyoto has attracted more than double the number
of international conferences in the past five years,”
said Yoshiaki Matsui, deputy director of conventions
and tourism at KCVB. “The city draws people because
it is worth the trip, with World Heritage Sites and
other places of historical and cultural significance on
offer.”
Matusi pointed to Kyoto’s wide variety of accommodation, from global brands to budget hotels, as
well as vast options in facilities and unique venues.
Events can be tailormade to meet the needs of attendees, and there is truly something to appeal to everyone, he explained.
In 2020, Kyoto added another asset to its business
events portfolio with the launch of KCVB’s Kyoto
Unique Venues Guide. The directory outlines the city’s
46 unique venues in painstaking detail, from their
history and unique value to capacity, opening times,
location and contact details. The venues are divided
into six categories: World Heritage Sites, Temples &
Shrines, Museums & Tourist Attractions, Historical
Buildings, Restaurants & Event Spaces, and Chartered
Trains.
One of note is Kyoto City KYOCERA Museum of
Art, which reopened in March 2020 after a three-year
renovation. Dating from the 1930s, the building is
the oldest public museum building in Japan, so the
renewal involved preserving as much of the original
structure as possible. New modern features include
Higashiyama Cube, the wing for contemporary art,
which includes a roof terrace overlooking a Japanese
garden. For buffets, Higashiyama Cube accommodates
80 pax while the Japanese garden accommodates 60.
In the accommodations space, Asia’s first Ace Hotel
opened in Kyoto, in 2020, in the former headquarters
of Kyoto Central Telephone. The structure dates from
1926 and features vintage brickwork, with designs by
renowned architect Kengo Kuma. Located centrally,
the main hotel has 213 rooms, three F&B options, and
a 24-hour fitness centre.
Situated near Nijo Castle, The Mitsui Kyoto, a Luxury Collection Hotel & Spa, also opened in 2020. The
hotel boasts 161 rooms, alongside four F&B offerings
including Gastronomy Teppan, and Shiki-no-Ma, a
modern yet faithful reconstruction of the Mitsui home
that has sat on the grounds for 250 years. This facility
can be used for private dining or a tea ceremony, and
is surrounded by a Japanese garden.

Kyoto City KYOCERA Museum of Art reopened in March 2020 with venues for private events

Fast
facts

“The city draws people because it is
worth the trip, with World Heritage
Sites and other places of historical
and cultural significance on offer.”
Yoshiaki Matsui
Deputy director of conventions and tourism,
Kyoto Convention & Visitors Bureau

383

The number of international meetings held in
Kyoto City in 2019, a record number

46

The number of unique venues in Kyoto available
for business events

2016

The year when Kyoto became the first city in
Asia to join the Global Destination Sustainability
Index

Despite a drop in visitors to the city due to the
pandemic, activity and experience providers have
continued to launch new offerings.
In spring 2021, the Lake Biwa Canal Cruise was
unveiled. It explores the series of canals that began
bringing fresh water to the city in 1890. Available
for hire during spring (for cherry and plum blossoms appreciation) and in the autumn (for fall foliage
viewing), the tours are ideal for laid-back corporate
excursions.
For organisers looking to incorporate some teambuilding into corporate events, the KCVB has launched
a programme that features attractions, including
World Heritage Sites.
The KCVB is also continuing its subsidies for Kyoto
Culture, which helps to cover the cost of including
traditional Kyoto-style programmes, such as geisha
dancing and wadaiko drumming, or purchasing local
products as souvenirs for attendees. By supporting
traditional industries and using providers with certified sustainable practices, the KCVB aims to boost
the sustainability of business events, a priority for the
city, which is listed on the Global Destination Sustainability Index.
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DESTINATION: HONG KONG

Small victories
Small, local in-person business events are returning in Hong Kong, with
confidence fuelled by national vaccination progress, improving Covid-19
containment and relaxed social distancing measures, discovers Prudence Lui

H

ong Kong’s rising national vaccination rate, improving Covid-19 conditions and relaxed social
distancing policy have facilitated a revival of
small, local in-person events.
As of late-August, Hong Kong has allowed attendance at in-person events to be 50 per cent of a venue’s
normal capacity, provided people keep their mask
on and no F&B service is offered. Even more encouraging, full venue capacity usage is possible if twothirds of participants have received the first dose of a
Covid-19 vaccine.
Marcel Holman, managing director of The Langham, Hong Kong, welcomed increasing demand for a
range of private events, such as annual general meetings, hybrid webinars by pharmaceutical firms, insurance seminars, education fairs and recruitment drives.
“With our upgraded IT infrastructure, we have successfully helped our clients arrange multiple concurrent virtual interviews with overseas personnel, as
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Clockwise from
top left: Giacomo;
Sky100 Hong
Kong Observation
Deck; JW Marriott
Hotel Hong Kong

well as virtual conferences with our hybrid meeting
facilities,” Holman said.
Furthermore, hotel staff have been vaccinated,
allowing The Langham, Hong Kong to scale up
operations, such as extending catering hours to midnight. Come October 2021, the hotel will be ready to
welcome banquets for up to 180 guests.
Event enquiries for 2022 have also streamed in from
overseas clients, giving Holman some confidence of
recovery from 2Q2022.
Cordis, Hong Kong’s fully vaccinated service team
has also helped to revive the hotel’s event business,
with education fairs, IT conferences, property investment and emigration seminars now back with 100
to 120 attendees. Hybrid medical meetings with F&B
service are also returning, with 30 50 people in attendance.
Director of sales and marketing Kitty Tang expects
medical and overseas education business segments

“With our upgraded IT infrastructure, we have
successfully helped our clients arrange multiple
concurrent virtual interviews with
overseas personnel, as well as
virtual conferences with our
hybrid meeting facilities.”
Marcel Holman
Managing director, The Langham, Hong Kong

to continue to contribute most of the in-person events
at the hotel, while further growth could come from
finance, insurance, health care and beauty companies
that begin to resume their planning activities.
With rising vaccination rates, Tang sees larger events
are on the horizon.
To stay ahead of competition as local events reactivate, JW Marriott Hong Kong rolled out an Extended
Reality offering, allowing virtual and face-to-face meetings and events to take place simultaneously on site.
The capability is said to be the first-of-its-kind meeting
solution among Hong Kong hotels.
A JW Marriott Hong Kong spokesman told TTGmice
that organisers host physical events to achieve better
engagement with their participants, and so hotels have
to be flexible with event set-ups, catering needs, and
use of space.
The return of small, local in-person events has not
escaped the attention of unique venues. Giacomo Italian restaurant at Crowne Plaza Hong Kong Causeway
Bay has set its eyes on private corporate gatherings.
Since its opening in August, the restaurant has hosted
several small-scale corporate events – mostly by luxury
brands – for an average of eight people per group.
Giacomo expects the year-end festive seasons and
celebrations to ring in even more intimate corporate
gatherings, as companies reward clients and reconnect
with associates.
Unfortunately, not all unique venues in Hong Kong
have been able to benefit from the resumption of
private events. Sky 100 Hong Kong Observation Deck,
for instance, is bound to stringent social distancing
rules that apply to public areas and public entertainment licensed venues. One of the restrictions is on F&B
catering – events at Sky 100 Hong Kong Observation
Deck are not allowed to offer any refreshments.
A Sky100 Hong Kong Observation Deck spokesperson told TTGmice that while there have been many
event enquiries, social distancing restrictions have led
many potential clients to turn to other venues.
The spokesperson hopes that the venue’s flexibility
and commitment to bringing clients’ events to fruition,
even in the event of sudden tightening of Covid-19 regulations, will win clients over. “We are flexible which
can help us to manage the expectation of our clients.
Should regulations tighten overnight, for example, we
can extend venue usage so that the organiser can split
the event into several sessions to meet government
requirements,” said the spokesperson.

Fast
facts

HK$280 million

The budget Hong Kong has for 2021/2022 to
organise mega events that will maintain the
destination’s international exposure and support
the local travel trade

2,882

The number of additional hotel rooms that Hong
Kong will get by the end of 2021 through eight new
hotel projects; the destination has 312 hotels and
86,915 rooms as of March 2021

Six

The number of months the Convention and
Exhibition Industry Subsidy Scheme has been
extended, to end on June 30, 2022 instead. As
of May 31, 2021, the scheme has supported 31
exhibitions, dishing out HK$61 million in subsidies
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Catch up:

conference online. I got to see all my good friends and had
my mental charge-ups.
In this part of the world, teambuilding isn’t a must-do. In
the US and Australia, you’d be surprised how much people
love such programmes. For them, teambuilding activities charge them up and get them ready to go for the next
milestone.

Raj Sandhu
The pandemic is a tough teacher for the
founder of Singapore-based Action Teams,
but the teambuilding specialist is proving
to be a resilient student

How did you get into a teambuilding specialisation?
My background is in hospitality. I started with the Hyatt in 1987
(and moved through various companies and roles). I picked up
teambuilding when I was teaching physical education at
Anglo-Chinese Junior College (in Singapore). I had to
look after school camps and I learnt how to incorporate learning values into games. It was very interesting, and I saw how that could be translated into the
corporate structure. So I started Action Teams in
1996, and (today), we have offices in Singapore,
Malaysia, Hong Kong and Australia.

Are things turning around now?
We were given permission by Sport Singapore (a statutory board of the Ministry of
Culture, Community and Youth) in late-2020
to run programmes for up to 50 people faceto-face and with safe management measures
in place. That allowed us to conduct some
hybrid teambuilding programmes, which we
received good feedback from. – Karen Yue

Where do you get your inspirations?
Every year I fly up to Denver, Colorado to meet
friends up in the mountains where we run team activities for summer camp schools. Last year and this
year, I couldn’t go because of the pandemic.
In place of that, we did a six-hour teambuilding

Appointments

Amelia
Roziman

28

Braydon
Holland

Speaking of the pandemic, what lessons did it hold for you and
your company?
Early 2020, we were booked out for the whole year. We had
travel plans in place, and even paid for flights and everything
for destinations like Hong Kong, Langkawi, and Dubai.
We were one of those companies that relied on trust and
never took deposits from our clients. When the pandemic
hit, everything got cancelled or put on the back burner. Our
clients could not get clearance to pay us back our flights. We
lost the business and the upfront expenses that we paid for
our clients. It was a huge lesson for us.
That was a terrible time for us, but then things got worse.
From February to April we were stuck. We had to translate
and transform all our physical activities onto a virtual
platform. We were not ready with our virtual programmes until about late-June.
We were a bit late with that, as we didn’t think
this pandemic was going to hit so bad. Covid-19
was a real curve ball.

Brett Butcher
Langham Hospitality Group has welcomed Brett Butcher
back as CEO. The Australian previously served in the same
role for five years from 2009, but left the group in 2014,
and returned as CEO of GE Hospitality Asset Management
Limited in 2017, a position that he will continue to hold.

Florence
Chua

Ian Cummings

Florence Chua
PCMA has appointed Florence Chua as its managing
director APAC, taking over from Karen Bolinger. Based in
Singapore, Chua will lead the APAC team to expand upon
the momentum of region-specific events, thought leadership,
community building, education and content.

Amelia Roziman
Amelia Roziman’s appointment has been confirmed as
BESarawak’s new CEO. In this role, Amelia has been tasked
with honing Sarawak’s business events industry towards defining a higher purpose of developing, bidding, and hosting
business events. She has more than 15 years of experience in
business events.

Ian Cummings
CWT has appointed Ian Cummings as global head of CWT
Meetings & Events. He has been with CWT Meetings &
Events for nine years, joining in late 2012. Before his move
to CWT, Cummings held successful managing director, CEO,
and regional director roles at a range of service industry
businesses.

Braydon Holland
Norwegian Cruise Line has appointed Braydon Holland as
senior director sales for Asia. From Club Med to Contiki to
Star Cruises to Genting Hong Kong, Holland brings more
than 28 years industry experience to his new role – including
20 years in cruising and nine years based in Asia.

Matthew Goss
SAP Concur has appointed Matthew Goss as senior vice
president & general manager for Asia Pacific Japan and
Greater China. An 18-year SAP Concur veteran, Goss was
until his latest appointment, the managing director for SAP
Concur Australia and New Zealand.
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